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Research

Reduced spiking in entorhinal cortex during
the delay period of a cued spatial response task

Kishan Gupta1, Lauren A. Keller, and Michael E. Hasselmo

Center for Memory and Brain, Department of Psychology, Graduate Program for Neuroscience, Boston University, Boston,

Massachusetts 02215, USA

Intrinsic persistent spiking mechanisms in medial entorhinal cortex (mEC) neurons may play a role in active maintenance of

working memory. However, electrophysiological studies of rat mEC units have primarily focused on spatial modulation. We

sought evidence of differential spike rates in the mEC in rats trained on a T-maze, cued spatial delayed response task.

Animals begin at the base of the T-maze where a 1-sec white noise and visual light cue are presented on the left or right

side of the maze. Rats are rewarded for responding toward the cued direction. In correct trials, we observed decreased

spike rates during the delay period, the time interval between cue presentation and reward delivery. Firing-rate histograms

show significant decreases during the delay period compared to 5-sec windows from both pre-cue and post-reward periods.

We analyzed how running speed and trajectory specificity correlated to spike rate. Twice as many cells were responsive to

cue alone compared to running speed. Trajectory specificity did not relate significantly to firing rate. Decreased spike rate

may reflect active maintenance in other structures inhibiting mEC. Alternately, the reduction may reflect decreases in back-

ground activity during enhanced attention and cholinergic modulation. Lastly, animals often ran through the T-maze

choice-point with varying speed. We calculated the spatial posterior probability density from spike rates during these

choice-point passes. Slow passes through the choice point were characterized by greater probability of decoding to the

reward locations on correct trials compared to quick passes on the maze consistent with similar “look-ahead” properties

previously reported in the hippocampus and ventral striatum.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Multiple memory systems play a role in decision-making mecha-
nisms in animals performing behavioral tasks. Of these systems,
working memory provides a temporary store for information dur-
ing performance of cognitive tasks (Baddeley and Wilson 2002;
Hasselmo and Stern 2006). Previous studies in animals suggest
that localized networks in the prefrontal cortex perform active
maintenance of neural activity representing familiar stimuli in
delayed-match-to-sample tasks (Fuster 1973), cued-choice behav-
ior (Fujisawa et al. 2008), and object recognition (Asaad et al.
1998). However, parahippocampal structures have also been im-
plicated as a buffer for working memory in rodents and primates
(Hasselmo and Stern 2006). Unit recording has demonstrated en-
torhinal neurons that fire during the delay period of delayed-
match-to-sample tasks in rats (Young et al. 1997) and monkeys
(Suzuki et al. 1997).

Intracellular recording from in vitro slice preparations of rat
medial entorhinal cortex (mEC) demonstrates neurons that per-
sistently spike after a single depolarization during pharmacologi-
cal activation of acetylcholine receptors (Klink and Alonso 1997;
Egorov et al. 2002; Yoshida et al. 2008). Several computational
models have demonstrated how these intrinsic mechanisms for
persistent spiking activity could provide a mechanism for mainte-
nance of working memory for novel inputs during delayed-
match-to-sample (DMS) tasks (Lisman and Idiart 1995; Jensen
and Lisman 1996; Fransén et al. 2002; Koene et al. 2003).

Based on slice experiments and computational modeling, we
might expect to see an elevation in mEC activity after cue presen-
tation that parallels the persistent spiking observed after a single

depolarizing current injection in slice preparations. Periods of ele-
vated spiking have been observed during spatial alternation by rats
on T-mazes where elevated spike rates in the stem of the maze can
differentially precede a leftward turn or a rightward turn (Lipton
et al. 2007). For other behavioral variables, mEC differential spik-
ing is notable for spatial cell types like grid cells that have
location-specific firing rates (Hafting et al. 2005; Barry et al. 2007;
Moser and Moser 2008; Brandon et al. 2011) and for cells that re-
spond on the basis of head direction (Sargolini et al. 2006;
Brandon et al. 2012). We sought evidence of differential spike rates
in the mEC in rats when presented with an auditory and visual cue
paired with a specific turning response for reward on a T-maze.

Previous work has also found neural ensembles in the rat hip-
pocampus (Johnson and Redish 2007) and ventral striatum (van
der Meer and Redish 2009, 2010) that exhibit nonlocal represen-
tations as rats pass through critical choice points on T-maze tasks.
Such ensemble activity may be part of larger cognitive processes
including trajectory planning (Ferbinteanu and Shapiro 2003;
Jensen and Lisman 2005) and reward expectation (van der Meer
and Redish 2009). In addition to looking for evidence of differen-
tial spiking associated with cued behavior, our study also tested
for nonlocal representations of mEC neural ensembles.

Results

Behavior
All animals (n ¼ 3) were pretrained on the cued spatial delayed re-
sponse task (Fig. 1A) prior to testing, which typically allowed
them to start above chance (chance ¼ 50%) on testing session
1. Over the course of 24 testing sessions (see Fig. 1B), mean accu-
racy gradually increased from a minimum of 60% to a maximum
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of 71%, similar to previously studied auditory-cued choice tasks
on T-mazes in rats (Johnson and Redish 2007). Each rat made sig-
nificantly more correct turns than chance, as shown in Figure 1C
(P , 0.05, binomial test). Rats were able to reach a maximum of
95% performance during training sessions and .80% on some
testing sessions. As rats were pretrained prior to surgery, they grad-
ually improved to their peak performances, with each rat perform-
ing at approximately the same degree.

Cell types
Of the 869 cells recorded, 529 individual cells were stably recorded
on the T-maze and open-field environments. Spatial cell types in-
cluded grid cells (n ¼ 58/529, 11% of cells) (Fig. 2A), head direc-
tion (HD) cells (n ¼ 95/529, 18% of cells) (Fig. 2B), and
unclassified spatially modulated cells (n ¼ 74/529, 14% of cells)
(Fig. 2C). The latter group may include putative boundary vector
cells (O’Keefe and Burgess 1996; Barry et al. 2006; Solstad et al.
2008), grid cells with very large spacing, and other nongrid spatial

cell types. Grid cells on the T-maze typi-
cally had multiple firing fields similar to
place cells on a T-maze, and their firing
fields were sometimes shifted relative to
their location in the open field. Head di-
rection cells typically retained their ori-
entation on the T-maze compared to
the open field, apparently fixing to glob-
al environmental cues. Remaining cell
types were characterized as interneurons
(n ¼ 12/529, 2% of cells) or nonspatial
principal neurons (n ¼ 290/529, 55% of
cells) and exhibited no significant spatial
correlate in the open field or T-maze.
Principal nonspatial cells were recorded
in layers V, III, and II. The majority of
grid cell recordings appear to come
from layer V, concomitant with HD cells
and unclassified spatially modulated
cells, and layer II. Lesion sites in the
mEC show final recording sites predomi-
nantly in layers II and III (Fig. 3).

Spike raster
We recorded 869 unique cells localized in
the medial entorhinal cortex identified
by cluster cutting the data accumulated
from three rats (for cluster cutting exam-
ples, see Supplemental Figs. S1, S2). T-
maze sessions where tetrodes were not
turned from the previous session were re-
corded but not included in the final
count. In contrast to our initial hypothe-
sis of increased spiking during the delay
period, rastergrams with temporal align-
ment at cue onset showed decreases in
cumulative spike counts after cue presen-
tation in all animals (see Fig. 4). For all
recorded cells, 19% (95% confidence in-
terval: [16%, 22%]) showed a significant
difference in spike rate (P , 0.05, two-tail
Student’s t-test with Holm-Bonferroni
correction) from the pre-cue interval to
the delay period. Compared to the post-
reward interval, delay period spike rate
was significantly suppressed in 29% of

cells (P , 0.05, two-tail Student’s t-test with Holm-Bonferroni cor-
rection, 95% confidence interval: [26%, 32%]). In 91% of the cells
(95% confidence interval: [89%, 93%]), the pre-cue interval spike
rate did not vary significantly (P . 0.05, two-tail Student’s t-test
with Holm-Bonferroni correction) from their post-reward interval
spike rate (Fig. 5). Breaking the data up by cell type, similar propor-
tions of cells are significant (P , 0.05, two-tail Student’s t-test
with Holm-Bonferroni correction) for the three interval-
comparisons. Nonspatial principal cells (NP), grid cells (GC),
head direction cells (HD), unclassified spatially modulated (SM),
and interneurons (IN) each demonstrated the following respective
significant proportions for each given comparison:

Pre-cue to delay period: NP, 18%; GC, 15%; HD, 18%; SM, 31%;
IN, 17%.
Delay period to post-reward: NP, 27%; GC, 26%; HD, 24%; SM,
24%; IN, 42%.
Post-cue to post-reward: NP, 10%; GC, 9%; HD, 9%; SM, 8%;
IN, 17%.
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Figure 1. (A) Each trial starts with the rat held at the base of the stem with a blockade. At this time, a
1-sec cue stimulus is delivered, consisting of filtered white noise with a frequency cut-off of either 5 kHz
or 14 kHz. A UV light is activated above the correct reward location (visible over the blockade). After a 4-
to 6-sec period, the blockade is removed. The rat moves up the stem and makes a choice to turn into
either the left (correct after 5 kHz) or right reward arm (correct after 14 kHz). If the correct choice is
made, the rat receives two sucrose pellet rewards at the end of the reward arm. The rat returns on
the diagonal return arms to the base of the stem for the next trial. (B) Mean learning performance
by all subjects over 24 sessions with 95% confidence intervals. (C) Individual subject learning perfor-
mance over 24 sessions.
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Unclassified spatially modulated cells had a larger proportion
of cells significant for a spike-rate reduction compared to other
cell types for the pre-cue–delay period comparison (P ¼ 0.0065,
x2[1] ¼ 7.4). However, other interval comparisons for this cell

type do not contrast with the population statistics (delay peri-
od–post-reward: P ¼ 0.6809, x2[1] ¼ 0.17; pre-cue–post-reward:
P ¼ 0.6300, x2[1] ¼ 0.23). Interneurons varied from the popula-
tion proportions for delay period–post-reward and post-cue–

Figure 2. Examples of spatial cells recorded on the T-maze and open field. Panels A, B, and C show three grid cells, three head direction cells, and three
spatially nonselective cells, respectively. T-maze recording (panel row 1): reconstructed T-maze rate map from linearized position with mean (m) and peak
(p) firing rate shown. Open-field recording (rows 2–5): mean (m) and peak (p) firing rate shown above the rate map (panel row 2); spatial autocorrelation
with gridness score for grid cells only (panel row 3); trajectory (gray line) of rat with spike locations (black dot) overlaid (panel row 4); and polar rate map
showing head direction preference with maximum firing rate above and Watson U2 score below (panel row 5).
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post-reward interval comparisons. However, the differences for
this cell category are based on 12 recorded interneurons and are
subject to undersampling.

Spike-rate covariates
Temporally aligned plots of mean running speed plotted against
the cumulative raster suggested speed as a possible covariate for
predicting action potentials in several cells (Fig. 4). Care was taken
to limit a rat’s motion during and after the cue for approximately
4–6 sec to see if suppression effects occurred during stationary pe-
riods (see Materials and Methods). Representative examples of
mean running speed are shown in Figure 4, where it is clear
that, during stationary periods after cue presentation, animal sub-
jects still had decreased cumulative spike counts relative to the
pre-cue interval. Quantifying the effect of speed vs. the effect of
cue, we ran a linear regression model predicting spike rate from
standardized Z-score measures of speed and temporal proximity
from the most recent cue, controlling for spatial location and
head direction preference for spatial cell types (see Materials and
Methods). Thirty-one percent of cells had a significant covariate
(P , 0.05, two-tail Student’s t-test) of cue alone compared to
17% of cells significant for speed alone (Fig. 6A). In addition,
17% displayed significance for both covariates. Within this small-
er population, an effect size ratio relating the effects of cue to
speed showed a median effect size ratio of 1.33, indicating a rela-
tively larger effect from cue than from speed (Fig. 6B). Overall,
nearly twice as many cells had a significant effect from cue alone,
and those cells with responses to cue and speed had a larger medi-
an effect from cue.

Trajectory-specific firing
For all n ¼ 529 cells stably recorded in both the open-field and
T-maze environments, 10 cells had a significant covariate in right-
or left-reward-bound trajectory for firing rate along the stem (two-
way ANOVA grouped by turn and T-maze sector). Supplemental
Figure 3 shows the left and right trajectories with action potentials
from each of these cells. All the plots show very low occupancy-
normalized firing rates (,1.5 Hz) in any given stem sector for a
right- or left-reward-bound turn. Because of the low firing rates
along the stem, it is possible these cells are aberrantly significant.
Overall, there does not appear to be widespread trajectory-specific
firing.

Ensemble decoding
The Bayesian decoding method employed here gives the probabil-
ity distribution of any metric gathered during recording as a func-
tion of the number of spikes in specific selected recording
windows. In the data shown in Figure 7, left and right correct
laps have been pooled together. The overall decoding shows that
the decoded position usually reflects actual position (dark diago-
nal band of high values in Fig. 7A), but there is a darker horizontal
band of decoded activity for the feeder location that appears when
the rat is at a variety of actual positions in the task, suggesting that
the neural circuits contain activity associated with the feeder loca-
tion at other locations such as the choice point (rat is presumably
“thinking about” the feeder). There are also darker bands through-
out the task associated with the cue and choice point.

Figure 7B shows the decoding analysis for long passes (time
spent at choice point . 2.5 sec) vs. short passes (time spent at
choice point , 1 sec). During long passes, there is an elevated
probability of decoding to the feeder, p(Feeder), compared to de-
coding to the feeder during short passes (two-way ANOVA,
F(1,2222) ¼ 123.3, P , 10210). Also, the probability of decoding
tracks movement through the choice point. P(Feeder) was elevat-
ed significantly with the choice-point and post-choice-point loca-
tions (two-way ANOVA, F(2,2222) ¼ 31.5, P , 10210). In Figure 7C,
p(Feeder) ratio measures the average probability of decoding to
the feeder normalized by the pre-choice-point epoch, showing in-
creased p(Feeder) for long passes and for the choice-point and
post-choice-point regions.

We found decoding associated with future reward location
when we repeated the above analysis without pooling the data,
categorizing each decoding epoch by correct and incorrect laps
given the type of cue presented. Figure 8A shows eight separate
panels varied by short pass or long pass through the choice point
and using correct laps or incorrect laps for decoding epochs. As
with the pooled analysis, during long passes, when the animal
spends more time at the choice point for a given left- or right-
associated cue, there is elevated probability decoding to a feeder
compared to short passes (5-way ANOVA, F(1,5456) ¼ 50.6, P ,

10210). If animals make a short pass through the choice point, de-
coding to the appropriate feeder location (e.g., left feeder given
left cue) is not significantly different between error and correct tri-
al decoding epochs (left feeder: P ¼ 0.9514, right feeder: P ¼
0.1448, two-tail Student’s t-test with Holm-Bonferroni correc-
tion). However, animals making a long pass through the choice
point decode with greater probability to the correct feeder during
correct trials compared to error trials (left feeder: P , 1026, right
feeder: P , 1025, two-tail Student’s t-test with Holm-Bonferroni
correction). This can be seen in Figure 8A as a darker band at the
left feeder for correct left cue responses (top left), and a darker
band at the right feeder for correct right cue responses (bottom
left). Figure 8B shows these relationships with p(Feeder) ratios
normalized by the mean decoding probability of the pre-choice-
point epoch.

Figure 3. Histology. Nissl-stained sagittal sections for all three rats.
Tetrode tracks are evident through layers II–V of medial entorhinal cortex.
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In Figure 8A, the probability of decoding to an inappropriate
reward site (e.g., right feeder given a left cue) is significantly high-
er for long passes through the choice point using error trials vs.
correct trials for decoding epochs (left feeder: P , 10210, right
feeder: P , 10210, two-tail Student’s t-test with Holm-Bonferroni
correction). This can be seen as more shading that is more uni-
form across left and right feeder locations for incorrect responses
(right side of figure). If p(Feeder) is normalized by the mean prob-
ability from pre-choice-point decoding epochs where animals
made long passes during correct trials, then it is clear that long
passes from correct trials produce the lowest probability of decod-
ing to the inappropriate feeder site compared to any other decod-
ing epoch (Supplemental Fig. S4).

Discussion

The current experiment sought evidence of elevated spiking activ-
ity in the mEC of rats actively maintaining a representation of an
auditory and visual cue during the delay period of an appetitive
T-maze task. However, in contrast to the predicted difference,
the data showed a reduction in firing rate after cue presentation
from mEC neurons. This reduction of firing had strong modula-
tion by cue timing compared to modulation by the animal’s run-
ning speed. In addition, observed firing rates of all mEC neurons,

including grid cells, did not vary significantly with a left- or
right-reward-bound trajectory. Behaviorally, we observed animals
move quickly or slowly through the choice point. The decoding
analysis suggested that, at longer, slower passes through the
choice point, mEC neural ensembles decoded to the feeder loca-
tion with significantly higher probability than when the animal
made shorter, quicker passes. These findings are discussed further
below.

Post-cue reduction in firing rate
We originally hypothesized the mEC would demonstrate elevated
persistent spiking after cue presentation corresponding to single-
neuron behavior in vitro when a neuron injected with a depolar-
izing current stimulus shows persistent spiking after the depolari-
zation (Klink and Alonso 1997; Egorov et al. 2002; Yoshida et al.
2008). However, we did not observe such persistent firing in any
neurons recorded from the mEC including spatial subtypes. This
may be due to differences in modulatory influences on neurons
during recording. Pharmacological manipulations within the
mEC have focused on increasing or decreasing acetylcholine
(ACh) levels (Klink and Alonso 1997; Egorov et al. 2002; Yoshida
et al. 2008), which change in response to novelty (Acquas et al.
1996; Parikh et al. 2007). Consistent with the proposed role of
cholinergic modulation of cellular intrinsic persistent spiking,
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Figure 4. Four separate rastergram panels from a representative cell for each animal on a single session. Each rastergram panel includes: (top) sample
raster plots for each correct right (black) or left (gray) turn lap temporally aligned to the 1-sec cue presentation (vertical dash interval); (middle) cumulative
spike frequency histogram in 0.5-sec bins; (bottom) mean running speed at each time interval over laps (cm/sec).
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cholinergic modulation appears to be important for working
memory tasks. Cholinergic deafferentation in the entorhinal cor-
tex impairs performance in rats presented with novel stimuli in a
delayed-nonmatch-to-sample (DNMS) task (McGaughy et al.
2005). Infusions of scopolamine impaired the encoding of trace
fear conditioning in rats (Bang and Brown 2009), and such im-
pairments have been shown to be dose-dependent with the M1-
antagonist pirenzepine (Esclassan et al. 2009). In human func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, the hippocam-
pus and parahippocampal regions show elevated activity for novel
stimuli compared to familiar stimuli (Stern et al. 2001; Schon et al.
2004, 2008) and correlations of delay period activity with subse-
quent memory that are reduced after scopolamine is administered
to subjects (Schon et al. 2005).

The key feature distinguishing our study and these previous
studies may stem from stimulus novelty. As our rats were over-

trained by the time testing began, the
task was familiar to the animals. It is pos-
sible that acetylcholine levels were not
elevated enough for persistent mEC ac-
tivity. Because all mEC cell types show
roughly equivalent cue-evoked suppres-
sion, a structure external to the mEC
may induce this effect. The prefrontal
cortex (PFC) has elevated activity after
cue presentation in similar tasks where
the animal has become familiar with
stimuli (Fuster 1973; Baeg et al. 2003;
Di Pietro et al. 2004; Fujisawa et al.
2008). The PFC’s role in working memory
for familiar stimuli makes it a candidate
region to perform simultaneous mEC
and PFC recordings.

Cue-evoked effect
We sought to rule out the possibility that
the reduction in firing rate could also
have been correlated not only to the
cue, but to other covariates such as run-
ning speed and trajectory-specificity.
Running speed correlates with mEC ac-
tivity, particularly with grid, conjunc-
tive grid, and head direction cells
(McNaughton et al. 1983; Quirk et al.
1992; Sharp 1996; O’Keefe et al. 1998;
Sargolini et al. 2006). Our results show
twice as many cells responsive to the
cue as to running speed. Those cells re-
sponsive to both covariates had larger ef-
fect size from the cue (Fig. 6B). Though
the mEC firing rate was suppressed dur-
ing the delay, mEC activity did respond
to nongeometric aspects of the environ-
ment, particularly the task demands of
attending to and interpreting the cue.

Because of previous studies on dif-
ferential activity based on running tra-
jectory (Frank et al. 2000; Wood et al.
2000; Ferbinteanu and Shapiro 2003;
Lipton et al. 2007), we looked at whether
the mEC in this instance would also have
similar differential behavior. Only 10
cells had a significant correlation with
a left or right turn toward reward (Sup-
plemental Fig. S3). However, these cells

exhibited relatively low, near zero firing rates along the T-maze
stem, and any statistical significance is likely an aberration from
too few spikes. The overall lack of trajectory disambiguation
seen here is not inconsistent with the small population percent-
age of dorsocaudal mEC (dcMEC) neurons selective for trajectory
in Lipton et al. (2007). This issue of low firing rates in some cells
was proposed by Lipton et al. (2007) as an explanation for their
nonoverlapping results from the two statistical techniques
(ANOVA and log-likelihood modeling) they employed to identify
cells selective for trajectory.

Other differences between our result and other disambigua-
tion studies might be attributed to the difference between the
cued behavioral task we employ and the spatial alternation tasks
employed in the previous studies. In our task, a pseudorandom
presentation of light and noise cue is the dominant task stimu-
lus for the animal to obtain reward. In spatial alternation,
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Figure 5. Histograms of P-values for three comparisons in spike rate for all recorded neurons and for
spatial and nonspatial subtypes from all three rats. The insets show the data for P , 0.05 in smaller bin
sizes. See Materials and Methods for interval definitions. (Black) Two-tail t-test of the elevated spike-rate
distribution 5-sec pre-cue interval compared to delay period, (gray) two-tail t-test of elevated spike-rate
distribution 5-sec post-reward interval compared to delay period, (white) two-tail t-test of spike-rate dis-
tribution differences between 5-sec pre-cue and 5-sec post-reward intervals. All t-tests are corrected for
multiple comparisons using the Holm-Bonferroni method.
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remembering the previous reward location and the path taken is
the most salient stimulus to obtain reward.

In addition, our task has a delay, which further adds com-
plexity vs. nondelayed versions of continuous spatial alternation.
In one study, where delayed continuous spatial alternation was
performed, place cells in region CA1 of the hippocampus showed
reduced trajectory encoding during the delayed version of the task
(Ainge et al. 2007). The introduction of delay distinguishes spatial
alternation behavior from context-dependencies that subsume
previous spiking characteristics seen in neurons recorded as ani-
mals perform continuous spatial alternation. In our task, a similar
effect could be occurring in the mEC where introducing a delay af-
ter cue presentation changes the mEC’s role of trajectory encoding
along the stem. This role could be assumed by other structures
and/or generated by other underlying mechanisms as suggested
for the hippocampus by Ainge et al. (2007).

Encoding reward location
Animals exhibited short (brief) and long (slow) passes through the
choice point. During long passes, the animal often paused, exhib-
iting head movements associated with vicarious trial and error

Figure 7. Decoding of entorhinal ensembles. (A) Average posterior
spatial probability of yielding decoded position from spike data gathered
over the given actual position. For any given actual position, the most
probable decoded position tends to be the actual position itself, near
cue presentation, and just before and after passing through the feeder.
(B) Posterior probability distributions for short (left panel) and long
(right panel) passes through the choice point. Pre- and post-choice-point
epochs are 1-sec intervals to and from the choice point, respectively. The
progression of elevated decoding probability tracks the animal as it runs
through the choice point. The average probability of decoding to the
feeder location is higher in long passes compared to shorter passes. (C)
Average feeder decoding probability is normalized to pre-choice-point
levels, showing long passes highly significant during the choice-point
and post-choice-point intervals (P , 10210, F ¼ 123.01).
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(VTE) (Johnson and Redish 2007; van der
Meer and Redish 2010). Animals swiftly
move to reward during short passes, but
long passes allow more time for decision-
making and possible expectations of re-
ward outcome. The decoding analyses
(Figs. 7, 8; Supplemental Fig. S4) indicate
that mEC neural ensembles are encoding
prospective reward locations during long
passes compared to short passes through
the choice point. Decoding from epochs
where the animal makes a short pass
through the choice point suggests that
neural ensembles are not differentially
encoding error trials from correct trials.
However, during long passes, decoding
epochs from correct trials shows that neu-
ral ensembles are encoding the correct
feeder location for the given cue (Fig.
8A,B). Thus, on correct trials, decoding
is stronger for the right feeder location af-
ter a right cue and stronger for the left
feeder location after a left cue (Fig. 8A).
When animals perform an error trial, de-
coding long passes from these epochs
shows a concomitant increase in encod-
ing the opposite, incorrect feeder loca-
tion for the given cue. The mEC, like the
ventral striatum (van der Meer and
Redish 2009) and region CA3 of the hip-
pocampus (Johnson and Redish 2007),
may perform “look-ahead” activity to-
ward locations of consequence such as
reward. This behavior may also demon-
strate forward sweeps, as seen in region
CA3 of the hippocampus (Johnson and
Redish 2007), but further fast-time-
scale analysis is necessary to accurately
characterize this in the mEC. As noted
in Ainge et al. (2012), in tasks where
animals did not achieve automaticity
or swiftness through a choice point, in-
creased decision-making encoding for
relevant future locations may be a feature
of added task complexity.

In summary, the reduction in mEC
spiking indicates network effects that
dominate over intrinsic persistent spik-
ing mechanisms manifested in slice
preparations. The cellular mechanisms
underlying persistent spiking in slice
preparations may have a different mani-
festation in the awake-behaving animal.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
Three male Long-Evans rats, weighing
between 400 and 500 g at the beginning
of the experiment, served as subjects
(Charles River Laboratories). Each animal
was housed individually in plexiglass
cages under a 24-h light/dark cycle with
free access to water but food restricted
to maintain approximately 85% ad libi-
tum body weight. Animal habituation
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to experimenters and testing environment took place at two dif-
ferent times—one week post-arrival from the vendor and one
week post-surgery. All subjects were pre-exposed to an open-field
(154 cm × 140 cm) with a white cue card affixed to a wall, where
they were trained to forage for both Fruit Loop cereal (Kellogg
Company) and sucrose precision pellets (Bio-Serv). Twenty-
minute open-field sessions later served as controls for same-day
T-maze recordings of both spatially and nonspatially modulated
neurons.

Implant
Rats were implanted with a movable tetrode assembly consist-
ing of 16 tetrodes, each insulated with 75-mm polyimide
tubing (PolyMicro Technologies) inside 30-gauge steel cannulae
(Small Parts, Inc.). Each tetrode, composed of four equal-length
electrodes of 12-mm-diameter nichrome wire (Kanthal), is inde-
pendently vertically driven, exiting the implant in a bundle
with other channels encased in a 15-gauge steel cannula. The an-
gle of the bundle with respect to the drive’s vertical axis was
about 25˚.

Surgery
Subjects were given atropine (0.04 mg/kg) 20–30 min prior to in-
duction of general anesthesia using inhalation of Isoflurane fol-
lowed by injection of a ketamine cocktail (ketamine 12.92 mg/
mL, acepromazine 0.1 mg/mL, xylazine 1.31 mg/mL). Upon
demonstration of a blunted tail-pinch reflex, skin and cranial ep-
ithelium were removed. Ten to 12 skull screws were inserted along
skull boundaries. Bone tissue was removed over the cerebellum
where underlying dura was exposed to a single skull screw serving
as an electrical ground. All screws were then covered with a thin
layer of dental acrylic. The implant site grazes against the left
bone ridge between parietal and postparietal skull bone (approxi-
mately AP 28.0, ML 24.6 from bregma). Craniotomy proceeded
with subsequent dura removal, and upon lowering the implant
bundle onto the brain, the implant was transiently secured with
Kwik-Sil (World Precision Instruments), followed by several layers
of dental acrylic. Ground screw wires were attached to the im-
plant’s electronic interface board (EIB), and any exposed wire
was also covered in dental acrylic. Tetrodes were lowered into
the brain at the bundle angle to a depth of 2.8 mm below the dor-
sal surface. Post-surgical pain management included 0.1 mL
buprenorphine IP and 4 mL of children’s ibuprofen PO. Each
day for 4-d post-op, infection control was managed with cepha-
lexin via water delivery at 168 mg/100 mL and daily cage changes
for 7 d during animal recovery. All surgical procedures followed
National Institute of Health guidelines and the protocol approved
by the Boston University Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.

Neural recordings
Animals were tested daily on an elevated T-maze and an open field
during unit recordings. Post-recording, tetrodes were turned at
least 35 mm and no more than 70 mm (van de Meer and Redish
2009) per day. The tetrodes were connected to analog unit gain
preamplifiers on the head stage. Recorded signals were linked
via the head stage to digital amplifiers augmenting the signal
5000–20,000 times. All signals were sampled at 32.556 kHz and
digitally bandpass-filtered from 1 Hz to 2 kHz by the 64-channel
Cheetah Digital Lynx acquisition system (Neuralynx Corp.).
Units crossing each electrode’s threshold were recorded for offline
cluster cutting. Position and head-direction data were calculated
based on a green rostral diode and a red caudal diode video sam-
pled at 30 Hz. Local field potential continuously sampled chan-
nels were referenced to the animal’s ground or a reference
cortical electrode (the reference electrode was chosen to have no
apparent u-modulated signal that would interfere with u detection
at the recording site).

Histology
Tetrodes were not moved after the final recording session. Tetrode
positions were confirmed by passing 25-mA current for 20 sec
though each tetrode one day prior to perfusion, creating a lesion
visible after Nissl staining (Komorowski et al. 2009). Animals were
overdosed with Isoflurane and were perfused intracardially with
saline followed by 4% formaldehyde. Brains were extracted and
were stored in 4% formaldehyde at 6˚C at least 24 h. Seventy-
two hours prior to slicing, brains were transferred into a 30%
sucrose solution. The brain was sectioned along a sagittal plane
(to visualize tetrode tracks) into 35-mm slices. Sections were
mounted on glass slides and stained with a neutral red Nissl stain.
All tetrode tip lesions were confirmed to be localized within the
medial entorhinal cortex, as shown in Figure 3.

Cued spatial delayed response task
The rats performed the task on a T-maze with a stem length of
103 cm and a width across both reward arms of 115 cm and a track
width of 10 cm. Diagonal return arms allowed rats to run from the
reward sites at the end of each reward arm to the base of the stem.
A sucrose precision pellet dropper (Med-Associates) delivering two
45-mg pellets (Bio-Serv) for correct turns was attached at each re-
ward site. For a given cue and correct turn, only one dispenser was
operational. Cue and reward delivery was manually controlled via
scripts written in Matlab R2009B (Mathworks) with each output
time-stamped to the Neuralynx Digital Acquisition System. The
experimenter always stood behind the base of the stem of the
T-maze.

Animals were pretrained prior to surgery for 1–2 wk in two
1-hr sessions daily on the T-maze in darkness. A 1-sec presentation
of lateralized ultraviolet (UV) light and bandpass-filtered white
noise at 5 or 14 kHz frequency was paired with left or right sucrose
pellet reward, respectively (Fig. 1A). Initially, cue presentation oc-
curred at the choice point of the T-maze with almost immediate
pellet reward. Over the course of training, cue presentation was
shifted to times when the rat was farther back along the center
stem of the maze until the rat could adequately seek reward with-
out distraction from near the base of the T-maze. During each ses-
sion on pretraining days 1–5, a sequence of 35 rightward cues
were presented, followed by a sequence of 35 leftward cues, while
blocking the opposite half of the maze. After these initial pairings,
the sequence of cues was presented in pseudorandom order to
produce an equal presentation of left and right reward for every
20 trials (Johnson and Redish 2007). Animals were blocked at
the base of the T-maze stem during and after cue presentation,
for approximately 4–6 sec. For two animals, wooden peg block-
ades 9.5-cm wide sat inside the stem track, inhibiting motion up
the track. To keep rats as stationary as possible during cue presen-
tation, we transitioned to a clear box with sliding doors (Med-
AssociatesT) for the final rat, yielding more precise delay period
control.

Data analysis methods

Cluster cutting and alignment across recording sessions

Single-units were cut manually “offline” after each recording ses-
sion. Neurons were discriminated by peak amplitude and princi-
pal components measures for each waveform (Offline Sorter,
Plexon). Units with biologically realistic interspike intervals and
characteristic spike time autocorrelations were retained. Wave-
form stability across T-maze and open-field sessions was con-
firmed by consistent cluster position and waveform profile on
each electrode comparison (see examples in Supplemental Figs.
S1, S2).

Position, direction, and speed estimation

The head stage for the unit recording preamplifier has a rostral
green light-emitting diode situated 12 cm from a caudal red diode.
Animal position was calculated as the centroid of the lit tracking
diodes with no other visible light present. Up to five lost samples
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due to shadow effects or reflections near environment boundaries
were replaced by linear interpolation and directional data. Head
direction was calculated as the angle between the rostral and cau-
dal diodes. Running speed was calculated as the difference be-
tween calculated positions over time. For rastergram plots,
running speed was calculated across each lap on the T-maze and
averaged with a boxcar smoothing window of 2 sec (Fig. 4).

Cell selection

We categorized each neuron as a “nonspatial principal cell,”
“head direction cell,” “grid cell,” “unclassified spatially modulat-
ed cell,” or “interneuron.” Examples of spiking activity of spatial
cell types are shown in Figure 2. Neurons with a gridness score
(gridness measure 3 from Brandon et al. 2011) greater than zero
were considered grid cells. Neurons with negative gridness scores
but with Watson U2 scores .5 were classified as head directions
cells. Unclassified spatially modulated cells were defined as cells
with spatial information content .0.5 with negative gridness
scores (Brandon et al. 2011). Neurons with narrow spike wave-
forms and rapid after-hyperpolarization after each spike were visu-
ally identified and classified as putative interneurons. Neurons
that did not meet any of the above criteria for classification were
labeled nonspatial principal cells.

Spike-rate analysis

Laps were defined as intervals between times of cue presentations.
Two sessions had two separate laps with aberrant cue signals, and
data from those epochs were thrown out. Each lap was aligned
temporally at the cue presentation. Cumulative rastergrams
summed data across laps into 0.5-sec bins (Fig. 4).

Spike-rate comparisons were made across spike trains for
each session looking at control intervals with respect to the
time of cue (tcue) and reward (treward) onset. Comparisons for ele-
vated spike rate in the “pre-cue” interval ([tcue 2 5 sec, tcue]) and
“post-reward” interval ([treward, treward + 5 sec]) with respect to
the delay period ([tcue + 1 sec cue duration, treward]) were consid-
ered significant with P , 0.05 from a two-tail Student’s t-test. A
third comparison looked at differences in the pre-cue interval
([tcue 2 5 sec, tcue]) and the post-reward interval ([treward, treward +
5 sec]) with significance at P , 0.05 from a two-tail Student’s t-test
(see Fig. 5). All P-values were subsequently corrected for multiple
comparisons using the Holm-Bonferroni method.

Effect size ratio

Covariates contributing to spike rate include animal running
speed (“speed”) and temporal proximity to preceding cue presen-
tation (“cue”). For grid cells, head direction cells, and unclassified
spatially modulated cells, the model included additional covari-
ates to control for confounding by spatial location (“position”)
and head direction preference (“heading”). Nonspatial principal
cells and interneurons did not significantly depend on the latter
predictors. Each covariate was included in a linear regression mod-
el for each cell. All model predictors were converted to Z-scores
yielding standardized coefficients bspeed, bcue, bposition, and
bheading. These coefficients were considered significant for P ,
0.05 (two-tail Student’s t-test). For those cells with significant de-
pendence on both cue and speed, an effect size ratio was calculat-
ed as bcue/bspeed.

Linearization

The T-maze was linearized to a 261-cm track along each arm of the
maze, beginning and ending at the base of the maze. Tracking
positions acquired during maze running were all mapped to the
nearest pixel of an idealized maze template of 1-cm2 bins. For
every session, the template was overlaid on the tracking data
by identifying the peak in the two-dimensional cross correlation
between the ideal track bitmap and the binary matrix represent-
ing bins visited by the animal during that session. Since the cross-
correlation is only useful for detecting translations of the maze

under the camera, the orientation and resolution of the session
was indicated manually. This was necessary because two record-
ing rooms were used and equipment was shifted. Boston Uni-
versity performed air exhaust ventilation replacement requiring
a 4-mo shutdown of our main laboratory facility. In this period,
we transitioned our recording setup to a temporary new facility.
All neurons were analyzed within session. Neurons recorded
from rats tested in different locations showed similar overall
results.

The sign of the linear position was changed to match the di-
rection of each lap (Huang et al. 2009). Left-reward-bound laps are
indicated by negative linear position, and right-reward-bound
laps are indicated by positive linear position (Supplemental Fig.
S5A,B).

Trajectory-specific firing

Post-linearization, the stem of the T-maze was defined as 12–
90 cm from the base of the maze (0 cm) where the rats moved rel-
atively straight. The stem of the maze was divided into six, 13-cm
sectors, similarly sized to previous studies (Wood et al. 2000;
Lipton et al. 2007). Occupancy-normalized spike rates were calcu-
lated for each cell, T-maze sector, and direction-specific trajectory
where animal running speed was greater than 2 cm/sec (Wood
et al. 2000; Lipton et al. 2007). The cell population was reduced
to those cells (n ¼ 529) from the rat subjects for which good
cluster stability was achieved on the open field. Subsequent
two-way ANOVA analysis compared spike rate to covariates of
right-reward- or left-reward-bound trajectories and sectors 1–6
of the T-maze stem for each cell. Those cells significant for the co-
variate of trajectory are isolated and presented in Supplemental
Figure 3.

Ensemble decoding

We performed decoding analysis motivated by previous studies
(van der Meer and Redish 2009) showing that, at the choice point
of a task during long passes (often pauses accompanied by head
movements known as vicarious trial and error), rats show neural
activity associated with the future location of the food reward.
We applied a probabilistic one-step Bayesian decoding method
(Zhang et al. 1998; van der Meer and Redish 2009; Brandon
et al. 2012), using all clusters with at least 25 spikes per session
(n ¼ 869) with at least eight simultaneously recorded cells (70/
94 sessions). For every 0.5-sec time bin, we calculated the rat’s pos-
terior probability for any location x, given the total number of
spikes N in the time bin, P(x|N), for each neuron. We did not as-
sume a uniform prior, but rather the empirical prior, P(x) for cal-
culating this distribution. Posterior probability as a function of
actual position is the average probability over all the times that po-
sition was visited during a session.

For Figure 7, all linear positions were converted to positive
coordinates, looking particularly at the cue region (0–15 cm),
the choice-point region (95–105 cm), and the feeder region
(155–160 cm) (see Supplemental Fig. 5A). For Figure 8 and
Supplemental Figure 4, linear positions were kept as negative (left-
ward turns) or positive (rightward turns). Training epochs for the
decoding algorithm included the first lap and every other lap cor-
rectly traversed. For Figures 7 and 8 (looking at correct trials), the
remaining correct laps made up decoded epochs. The decoder was
employed additionally on error trials in Figure 8, where all error
laps were used as decoding epochs.

To see the effect of pausing at the choice point, we compared
average posterior spatial probability at the choice point to a 1-sec
interval pre- and post-choice point for long passes (.2.5 sec) and
short passes (,1 sec) through the choice point. Choice-point
passing time was derived from the number of continuously sam-
pled time-stamps from when the rat first entered the choice-point
region to when the animal exited. Probability of decoding to the
feeder was tested via two-way ANOVA for length of choice-point
passing time (long vs. short) and to pre- and post-choice-point in-
tervals (Fig. 7B). Probability of decoding to the feeder for each in-
terval was normalized to the pre-choice-point epoch (Fig. 7C). In
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the unpooled analysis, probability of decoding to the feeder was
tested via five-way ANOVA for length of choice-point passing
time (long vs. short), pre- and post-choice-point intervals, cue
type (left-reward-associated or right-reward-associated), feeder lo-
cation (left feeder or right feeder), and trial type (correct or error).
Pairwise comparisons of individual distributions were made with
Student’s t-tests correcting for multiple comparisons using the
Holm-Bonferroni method.
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